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Abstract 
We show that the problem of minimizing the weighted number of late jobs in open shop with 
given release dates and unit time operations is strongly .I ‘?-hard. The complexity status of this 
problem was unknown. 
Ke_vwords: Open shop; Unit processing times; ,,1”8-hard problem 
1. Introduction 
Consider the following scenario. There are n jobs J,, . . , J,, to be processed on m 
different machines Ml,. . ,M,. Job Ji, i= 1,. , n, is available since time ri 3 0 and 
consists of a number m of operations O,, , . . , Oi,, which may be processed in any order. 
Operation Oil, i = 1,. . . , m, has to be processed only on machine Mj for one time unit. 
One machine can process at most one operation at a time and a job can be processed 
by at most one machine at a time. The problem is to allocate the machines to the jobs 
so as to minimize the weighted number of late jobs c wiL$, where 
Here C’i is a finish time of job Ji in a given schedule, d; and Wi are, respectively, a 
due date and a weight associated with each job J,. 
if Ci < di, 
otherwise. 
In the uIB\~ classification scheme suggested by Graham et al. [3] the problem con- 
sidered here is O(ri, pij = 1) C wit/$. 
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The only purpose of this note is to determine the complexity status of the above 
problem mentioned as open in a number of papers (e.g., [I, 4,5]). We show that this 
problem is strongly X9”-hard. 
2. &Z%hardness of problem OJri, plj = 11 c wiu 
When proving Jlrp-hardness we will use the following X.9’-complete problem. 
3-PARTITION. There is a set No = { 1,2,. . ,3no} and to each element i there 
corresponds a positive integer ei such that CiEN 0 ei =noE and E/4 < ei < E/2. It is 
necessary to determine whether it is possible to divide the set No into “0 three-element 
subsets Nj such that xiE,+ ei = E, j= 1,2,. . . , no? 
i 
In [l] it was proved that an optimal schedule for the problem Olri, pij= l( c WilJ 
can be transformed into an optimal schedule for the problem on m identical paral- 
lel machines where all jobs have the processing time m and preemptions are allowed 
at integer times (further we will denote this problem by P(ri, pi=m, pmtn+( C WiL$) 
and vice versa. Both transformations take polynomial time. Therefore, Jlr.9’-hardness 
of the problem Plri, pi=m, pmtn+I CWiu implies JlrS-hardness of the problem 
OlTi,pij=lICWi~. 
We show that 3-PARTITION reduces to the decision version of the P(ri, pi =m, 
pmtn+ / C wiU problem. The latter problem is to determine whether there exists a 
schedule such that C WiCJ < y for a given integer y? 
Let us define 
m = noE, 
n=(m - 1)no + m + 3ni, 
Y= 
no(f22, - l)E 
2 . 
The set of jobs is assumed to be divided into two subsets: that of frame jobs and 
that of partition jobs. The context of terminology will become clear below. 
In turn, to be easy described each subset is divided into groups. The subset of frame 
jobs is defined by groups X, Y and Z with following attributes: 
X={J.ij: i=1,2 ,..., m- l;j=1,2 ,..., no} and r(xu)=m(j- l), d(xij)=mj, 
W(Xij)=Y + 1; 
Y={Jy,: i=1,2,...,no(E - 3)) and r(yi)=mno, d(yi)=m(no + l), 
W(Yi)=Y + 1; 
Z={JZi: i=1,2,..., 3no)) and r(zi)=m(no + 1) - noei, d(Zi)=m(n()+2)-noej, 
W(Zi)=Y + 1. 
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As is easy to note, the release date and the due date of each frame job J, are 
connected by the relationship di - ri = m. 
The subset of partition jobs is presented as A= lJ;p, Al, where 
A’={#: i=1,2,...,3na} and r(ai)=m(j- l), d(a/)=m(no-t I)-noe,, 
w(u/ ) = eij. 
We will show that there exists a solution for the 3-PARTITION problem if and only 
if there exists a schedule with C wi Q < y for the Plri, pi = m, pmtn+( C wi u problem. 
First, assume that there is a solution for the 3-PARTITION problem, and this solu- 
tion is determined by three-element subsets N,‘= {i(j, 1); i(j, 2); i(j, 3)}, j= 1,2,. . , no. 
Then we schedule jobs in the following way. All frame jobs and three partition jobs 
Jai, i E N,f), from each group A j, j = 1,2,. , no are scheduled early (see Fig. 1). The 
other jobs (not pointed out in the scheme) are late and may be scheduled in any 
feasible way. As a result we obtain schedule for which c WiiJ = y holds. 
Now, we assume that there is a schedule with C w,u < y. Denote this schedule 
by SO. Show that in this case the 3-PARTITION problem has a solution. 
Since the weight of any frame job is strictly greater than y, all frame jobs have to 
be processed early. To be processed in its due date each frame job (in particular, from 
group X) is to be scheduled in the only way (to within distribution on the machines). 
That implies that one machine is only available to process partition jobs at any time 
from 0 to nom. Denote by pi the total processing time of jobs from group Aj within 
interval I=[O; nom] under schedule SO. Then, taking into account the release dates 
attributed to each group AJ, we have 
no 
c j,<((no-k+l)m, k=l,..., no. 
,i=k 
machine 
Mswcl 
M 3na 
J ~3na.no JYI 
J Gnno-1,n!l Jay” +0,3) Jzi(na,3) 
m (no - l)m nom (no + l)m time 
Fig. I 
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As the sum of the above inequalities we deduce the following inequality: 
no 
c ano + QE. .iPjd 2 
j=l 
(1) 
Call attention that any partition job Jai scheduled early is processed at least during 
noei time units within the interval I. By definition, w(a{)/j =ei holds. Hence, there is 
the relationship 
where Gj is the total weight of the early scheduled jobs from group Aj. 
By means of (1) and (2) we give a lower bound for the objective function value: 
j=l j=l 
~n~(n0+l)E_~o(~o+l)E=n0(nf,-1) 
2 2 2 
E=y. 
It follows from this inequality chain that the objective function value is exactly equal 
to y under schedule SO and the following equalities holds: 
‘j_p.i_E ---- 
j no 
This means that 
1. Exactly three partition jobs from each group AJ are early scheduled. Moreover, 
divided by the group index the sum of their weights is exactly equal to E. That is, 
when denoting by NJ” a set of i-indices of these jobs, we write CiENO ei=E. 
I 
Vj=1,2 ,..., no. (3) 
2. Each partition job Ja/ scheduled early is exactly processed during noei time units 
within interval I. At time t =nOm, the processing is renewable and no-wait continuable 
up to the due date. Further, taking into account that plots of the processing the frame 
jobs from group Y and 2 are one-valued we state a variety of completion times of all 
partition jobs scheduled early is the same as that of release dates of z-jobs. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, we assume that the lower indices of partition jobs sched- 
uled early are pairwise incomparable. In other words, we have n0 three-elements ets 
N,?, j=1,2 ,..., no, to be disjoint. 
We conclude that the 3-PARTITION problem has a solution. 
Thus, in pseudopolynomial time O(niE) the 3-PARTITION problem reduces to the 
decision problem under consideration. 
So we have shown that the problem P(ri, pi =m, pmtn+I C wiu and hence the 
Olri, pij = 1 / C WilJ problem is strongly My-hard. 
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1 Problem is hard / 
Fig. 2. 
3. Concluding remarks 
A few words in the conclusion. It is possible that the problem considered is not 
minimal hard (first of all, under a binary encoding). Fig. 2 represents a graph with the 
roof in a vertex corresponding to the problem considered. Subproblems with classical 
setting are marked. Some of them are known to be easy. So, Liu and Bulfin [5] gave 
the 0(n2m) algorithm for the problem O(p,, = 11 C G. The problem O]pij = 11 C w, iTj 
was investigated by Brucker et al. [2] , where a dynamic programming algorithm with 
the complexity 0(n2m”+’ ) was proposed, which is polynomial for fixed number of ma- 
chines. In the thesis of Tautenhahn [6], it is established that the O]vi, plj = 1 IL,,, prob- 
lem and hence the problem Olri, pij = 1, Ci d di ( - are solvable in the polynomial time. 
Nevertheless, for each subproblem provided that either (i) the machine number is 
bounded by fixed integer >/2 or (ii) all jobs have the same release dates or (iii) the 
weights of all jobs are equal the question on computational complexity remains open. 
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